AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS IN
REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS
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MINNESOTA LAW REQUIRES that early in any relationship, real estate brokers or salespersons discuss with
consumers what type of agency representation or relationship they desire.(1) The available options are listed below. This
is not a contract. This is an agency disclosure form only. If you desire representation you must enter into a
written contract, according to state law (a listing contract or a buyer/tenant representation contract). Until such time
as you choose to enter into a written contract for representation, you will be treated as a customer and will not receive
any representation from the broker or salesperson. The broker or salesperson will be acting as a Facilitator (see
paragraph IV on page two (2)), unless the broker or salesperson is representing another party, as described below.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT: I/We acknowledge that I/we have been presented with the below-described options.
I/We understand that until I/we have signed a representation contract, I/we am/are not represented by the
broker/salesperson. I/We understand that written consent is required for a dual agency relationship.
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THIS IS A DISCLOSURE ONLY, NOT A CONTRACT FOR REPRESENTATION.
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(Signature)
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(Date)

(Signature)

(Date)

Seller’s/Landlord’s Broker: A broker who lists a property, or a salesperson who is licensed to the listing broker,
represents the Seller/Landlord and acts on behalf of the Seller/Landlord. A Seller’s/Landlord’s broker owes to
[OL:LSSLY3HUKSVYK[OLÄK\JPHY`K\[PLZKLZJYPILKVUWHNL[^V(2) The broker must also disclose to the Buyer
TH[LYPHSMHJ[ZHZKLÄULKPU45:[H[\[L:\IKVM^OPJO[OLIYVRLYPZH^HYL[OH[JV\SKHK]LYZLS`HUK
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`HɈLJ[[OL)\`LY»Z\ZLVYLUQV`TLU[VM[OLWYVWLY[`45:[H[\[L:\IKKVLZUV[HWWS`[V
rental/lease transactions.) If a broker or salesperson working with a Buyer/Tenant as a customer is representing the
Seller/Landlord, he or she must act in the Seller’s/Landlord’s best interest and must tell the Seller/Landlord any
PUMVYTH[PVUKPZJSVZLK[VOPTVYOLYL_JLW[JVUÄKLU[PHSPUMVYTH[PVUHJX\PYLKPUHMHJPSP[H[VYYLSH[PVUZOPWZLLWHYHNYHWO
IV on page two (2)). In that case, the Buyer/Tenant will not be represented and will not receive advice and counsel
from the broker or salesperson.
Buyer’s/Tenant’s Broker: A Buyer/Tenant may enter into an agreement for the broker or salesperson to represent
and act on behalf of the Buyer/Tenant. The broker may represent the Buyer/Tenant only, and not the Seller/Landlord,
even if he or she is being paid in whole or in part by the Seller/Landlord. A Buyer’s/Tenant’s broker owes to the
)\`LY;LUHU[[OLÄK\JPHY`K\[PLZKLZJYPILKVUWHNL[^V(2) The broker must disclose to the Buyer material facts
HZKLÄULKPU45:[H[\[L:\IKVM^OPJO[OLIYVRLYPZH^HYL[OH[JV\SKHK]LYZLS`HUKZPNUPÄJHU[S`HɈLJ[
[OL)\`LY»Z\ZLVYLUQV`TLU[VM[OLWYVWLY[`45:[H[\[L:\IKKVLZUV[HWWS`[VYLU[HSSLHZL[YHUZHJ[PVUZ
If a broker or salesperson working with a Seller/Landlord as a customer is representing the Buyer/Tenant, he or
she must act in the Buyer’s/Tenant’s best interest and must tell the Buyer/Tenant any information disclosed to him
VYOLYL_JLW[JVUÄKLU[PHSPUMVYTH[PVUHJX\PYLKPUHMHJPSP[H[VYYLSH[PVUZOPWZLLWHYHNYHWO0=VUWHNL[^V0U
that case, the Seller/Landlord will not be represented and will not receive advice and counsel from the broker or
salesperson.
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III. Dual Agency - Broker Representing both Seller/Landlord and Buyer/Tenant: Dual agency occurs when one
broker or salesperson represents both parties to a transaction, or when two salespersons licensed to the same

IYVRLYLHJOYLWYLZLU[HWHY[`[V[OL[YHUZHJ[PVU+\HSHNLUJ`YLX\PYLZ[OLPUMVYTLKJVUZLU[VMHSSWHY[PLZHUK
means that the broker and salesperson owe the same duties to the Seller/Landlord and the Buyer/Tenant. This
role limits the level of representation the broker and salesperson can provide, and prohibits them from acting

L_JS\ZP]LS`MVYLP[OLYWHY[`0UHK\HSHNLUJ`JVUÄKLU[PHSPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[WYPJL[LYTZHUKTV[P]H[PVUMVYW\YZ\PUN

H[YHUZHJ[PVU^PSSILRLW[JVUÄKLU[PHS\USLZZVULWHY[`PUZ[Y\J[Z[OLIYVRLYVYZHSLZWLYZVUPU^YP[PUN[VKPZJSVZL

ZWLJPÄJPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[OPTVYOLY6[OLYPUMVYTH[PVU^PSSILZOHYLK+\HSHNLU[ZTH`UV[HK]VJH[LMVYVULWHY[`
to the detriment of the other.(3)
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>P[OPU[OLSPTP[H[PVUZKLZJYPILKHIV]LK\HSHNLU[ZV^L[VIV[O:LSSLY3HUKSVYKHUK)\`LY;LUHU[[OLÄK\JPHY`
duties described below.(2)+\HSHNLU[ZT\Z[KPZJSVZL[V)\`LYZTH[LYPHSMHJ[ZHZKLÄULKPU45:[H[\[L:\IK
VM^OPJO[OLIYVRLYPZH^HYL[OH[JV\SKHK]LYZLS`HUKZPNUPÄJHU[S`HɈLJ[[OL)\`LY»Z\ZLVYLUQV`TLU[VM[OL
WYVWLY[`45:[H[\[L:\IKKVLZUV[HWWS`[VYLU[HSSLHZL[YHUZHJ[PVUZ
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IV. Facilitator: A broker or salesperson who performs services for a Buyer/Tenant, a Seller/Landlord or both but

KVLZUV[YLWYLZLU[LP[OLYPUHÄK\JPHY`JHWHJP[`HZH)\`LY»Z;LUHU[»Z)YVRLY:LSSLY»Z3HUKSVYK»Z)YVRLYVY+\HS
Agent. THE FACILITATOR BROKER OR SALESPERSON DOES NOT OWE ANY PARTY ANY OF THE FIDUCIARY
DUTIES LISTED BELOW, EXCEPT CONFIDENTIALITY, UNLESS THOSE DUTIES ARE INCLUDED IN A
WRITTEN FACILITATOR SERVICES AGREEMENT. The facilitator broker or salesperson owes the duty of

JVUÄKLU[PHSP[`[V[OLWHY[`I\[V^LZUVV[OLYK\[`[V[OLWHY[`L_JLW[[OVZLK\[PLZYLX\PYLKI`SH^VYJVU[HPULKPU
a written facilitator services agreement, if any. In the event a facilitator broker or salesperson working with a Buyer/
Tenant shows a property listed by the facilitator broker or salesperson, then the facilitator broker or salesperson
must act as a Seller’s/Landlord’s Broker (see paragraph I on page one (1)). In the event a facilitator broker or
salesperson, working with a Seller/Landlord, accepts a showing of the property by a Buyer/Tenant being represented
by the facilitator broker or salesperson, then the facilitator broker or salesperson must act as a Buyer’s/Tenant’s
Broker (see paragraph III on page one (1)).
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 ;OPZKPZJSVZ\YLPZYLX\PYLKI`SH^PUHU`[YHUZHJ[PVUPU]VS]PUNWYVWLY[`VJJ\WPLKVYPU[LUKLK[VILVJJ\WPLKI`
one to four families as their residence.

 ;OLÄK\JPHY`K\[PLZTLU[PVULKHIV]LHYLSPZ[LKILSV^HUKOH]L[OLMVSSV^PUNTLHUPUNZ!
LoyaltyIYVRLYZHSLZWLYZVU^PSSHJ[VUS`PUJSPLU[Z»ILZ[PU[LYLZ[
6ILKPLUJLIYVRLYZHSLZWLYZVU^PSSJHYY`V\[HSSJSPLU[Z»SH^M\SPUZ[Y\J[PVUZ
DisclosureIYVRLYZHSLZWLYZVU^PSSKPZJSVZL[VJSPLU[ZHSSTH[LYPHSMHJ[ZVM^OPJOIYVRLYZHSLZWLYZVUOHZRUV^SLKNL

^OPJOTPNO[YLHZVUHIS`HɈLJ[[OLJSPLU[Z»\ZLHUKLUQV`TLU[VM[OLWYVWLY[`
*VUÄKLU[PHSP[`IYVRLYZHSLZWLYZVU^PSSRLLWJSPLU[Z»JVUÄKLUJLZ\USLZZYLX\PYLKI`SH^[VKPZJSVZLZWLJPÄJ
information (such as disclosure of material facts to Buyers).
9LHZVUHISL*HYLIYVRLYZHSLZWLYZVU^PSS\ZLYLHZVUHISLJHYLPUWLYMVYTPUNK\[PLZHZHUHNLU[
AccountingIYVRLYZHSLZWLYZVU^PSSHJJV\U[[VJSPLU[ZMVYHSSJSPLU[Z»TVUL`HUKWYVWLY[`YLJLP]LKHZHNLU[
If Seller(s)/Landlord(s) elect(s) not to agree to a dual agency relationship, Seller(s)/Landlord(s) may give up the
opportunity to sell/lease the property to Buyer(s)/Tenant(s) represented by the broker/salesperson. If Buyer(s)/
Tenant(s) elect(s) not to agree to a dual agency relationship, Buyer(s)/Tenant(s) may give up the opportunity to
purchase/lease properties listed by the broker.
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